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Accounting for Partnership Changes in Accounting Methods
by Jennifer Ray and Dwight Mersereau
partnership interests change with or after a
change in accounting method.
I. Example

Jennifer Ray and Dwight Mersereau are
partners in the Washington office of Crowell &
Moring LLP. The authors thank Monte A. Jackel
for his helpful comments.
In this article, Ray and Mersereau discuss
issues that may arise when a partnership
changes its accounting method along with a
variation in partnership interests, or
partnership interests vary after a change in
accounting method. When either of these
happens, partners may be surprised by the
allocation of the resulting section 481(a)
adjustment.
A taxpayer changing a method of accounting
generally must take into account an adjustment
under section 481(a). When a partnership changes
its accounting method, which taxpayer must take
the adjustment into account? The partnership or
the partners?1 Even though this is a fairly common
situation, there is relatively little guidance on this
question, and problems can arise when

This article discusses an example in which an
operating business is contributed to a partnership.
Assume Partner A (an individual) has been
operating a business through a single-member
LLC that is disregarded for income tax purposes.
The business is worth $90 and Partner A has a
basis of $0 in the assets. The business has no
liabilities and uses the cash method of accounting.
Of the $90 in assets, $20 are untaxed accounts
receivable (A/R) from services provided in a prior
tax year and the remaining $70 are capital gain
assets.
Partner B (also an individual) contributes cash
of $10 to the LLC in exchange for 10 percent of the
LLC, at which point the LLC becomes a
2
partnership for income tax purposes. The
property contributed by Partner A is section 704(c)
3
property for Partner A.
A new partner, Partner C, buys a 45 percent
interest in the LLC from Partner A for $45. Upon
the purchase, Partner A recognizes gain of $45, of
which $10 is recharacterized as ordinary income
4
under section 751(a).
The consequences to the purchaser (Partner C)
will depend on whether the partnership is entitled
to stay on the cash method of accounting and
whether a section 754 election is made, as
discussed below. Partner A and Partner B may also

2

Rev. Rul. 99-5, 1999-1 C.B. 434, situation 2.

3

1

See section 7701(a)(14) (“The term ‘taxpayer’ means any person
subject to any internal revenue tax.”); and section 7701(a)(1) (“The term
‘person’ shall . . . include [a] . . . partnership.”); Rev. Proc. 2015-13, 2015-5
IRB 419, section 3.17 (defining “taxpayer” by reference to “person” in
section 7701(a)(1)).

Section 704(c) requires income, gain, loss, and deduction regarding
contributed property to be allocated to the contributing partner to take
account of the built-in gain or built-in loss at the time of contribution.
4

This reflects the amount of ordinary income that would have been
allocated to Partner A regarding the transferred interest if the
partnership had sold the A/R in a taxable transaction. Reg. section 1.7511(a)(2).
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experience surprising and unwelcome
consequences when the A/R is ultimately
collected, sold, or otherwise included in income.
II. Cash Method Continues
If Partner C is an individual, the partnership
could continue to use the cash method of
accounting after Partner C purchases the interest.
The consequences will differ depending on
whether the partnership has a section 754 election
in effect for the tax year that includes the
purchase.
A. No Section 754 Election
If the partnership does not have a section 754
election in effect, when the partnership collects
the $20 in A/R, $10 of the ordinary income will be
allocated to Partner A and $10 will be allocated to
Partner C. This allocation occurs because the A/R
is section 704(c) property, half of which carries
over to Partner C upon his purchase of the
partnership interest.5
In total, Partner A would have recognized $20
in ordinary income ($10 under section 751 in the
sale to Partner C and $10 under section 704(c)
upon collection of the A/R). This $20 matches the
amount of untaxed A/R contributed by Partner A
to the partnership. However, Partner C would
also have recognized $10 in ordinary income even
though he paid fair market value for his share of
the A/R. Thus, the partners collectively would pay
ordinary income tax of $30 on $20 of collected
A/R. The excess $10 ordinary income would be
reflected in Partner C’s outside basis in its
partnership interest, resulting in a timing
difference (and potentially a character difference)
for Partner C.
B. Section 754 Election
If the partnership has a section 754 election in
effect for the year in which Partner C purchases
his interest, Partner C will receive a special basis
adjustment under section 743. The basis
adjustment equals the excess of Partner C’s basis
in its partnership interest ($45) over Partner C’s
share of the partnership’s adjusted basis in its

6

assets ($0). Thus, regarding Partner C, the
partnership would increase the basis in its assets
by $45.
Under section 755, the basis adjustment is
allocated first to ordinary income property, in an
amount equal to the total income, gain, or loss that
would be allocated to Partner C for the acquired
partnership interest if, immediately after Partner
C’s purchase of the interest, the partnership were
to sell all its property in a taxable transaction for
7
cash equal to FMV. In such a hypothetical
transaction, Partner C would be allocated $10 for
the A/R under section 704(c). Accordingly, the
section 743 basis increase would be allocated $10
to Partner C’s share of A/R, with the remainder
allocated to Partner C’s share of the partnership’s
capital gain assets.
When the partnership sells or collects the A/R,
it would still recognize $20 of ordinary income,
which would be allocated $10 to Partner A and
8
$10 to Partner C. The allocation to Partner C
would then be decreased to zero to reflect Partner
9
C’s section 743 basis adjustment for the A/R. In
total, Partner A would have recognized $20 in
ordinary income, which matches the amount of
untaxed A/R contributed by Partner A to the
partnership, and $55 in ordinary income and gain,
which matches the sale of a $45 interest in the
partnership and the recognition of another $10 of
A/R. Unlike the situation in which no section 754
election was made, Partner C would not recognize
ordinary income upon collection of the A/R.
As this example shows, when there is no
change in accounting method, section 704(c) and
section 743 together can ensure that the assetcontributing partner (and not the cashcontributing partners) is taxed on built-in gain in
contributed assets. The built-in gain remains with
Partner A even though it flows through the
partnership.

6

Reg. section 1.743-1(b)(1). Partner C’s share of inside basis equals the
amount of cash Partner C would receive if the partnership were to sell all
its assets and liquidate ($45) decreased by the amount of tax gain that
would be allocated to Partner C on such a liquidation ($45).
7

Reg. section 1.755-1(b)(2)(i); and reg. section 1.755-1(b)(1)(ii).

8

Although reg. section 1.743-1(j)(3)(i) refers to the “sale or exchange”
of an asset, it should apply equally to the “collection” of A/R.
5

Reg. section 1.704-3(a)(7).

9

Reg. section 1.743-1(j)(2).
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III. Change to Accrual Method
If Partner C is a C corporation, the partnership
may be required to switch to the accrual method
10
of accounting upon Partner C’s purchase. Section
481(a) generally requires a taxpayer changing one
or more methods of accounting to make an
adjustment that prevents items of income or
deduction from being duplicated or omitted
solely because of the change. In this case, there
would be a section 481(a) adjustment of $20,
because otherwise the A/R would be omitted
11
entirely from income as a result of the change.
Generally, the entire section 481(a) adjustment is
taken into account at the beginning of the “year of
12
change,” but an unfavorable adjustment is
13
spread ratably over four tax years. In certain
circumstances, the taxpayer can elect to take into
account the entire unfavorable section 481(a)
14
adjustment in the year of change. One
circumstance is when an “eligible acquisition
transaction” occurs in the year of change.15 The
transaction described in this article would be an
eligible acquisition transaction.
Section 481(a) refers to an adjustment made in
computing the taxpayer’s taxable income for a
year. Although the adjustment arises and is
calculated at the partnership level, it is not clear
whether the partnership or individual partners
are properly considered the taxpayer for purposes
of taking the adjustment into account. This
problem is especially acute if the section 481(a)
adjustment is spread over four years or if a
partner later sells an interest in the partnership.

10

Subject to some exceptions, a partnership with a C corporation
partner is not entitled to use the cash method of accounting. Section 448.
11

This is because, under the cash method of accounting, the $20 A/R
was not included in income in the year it accrued because no cash was
collected in that year, and under the accrual method of accounting, the
$20 would not be included in income in the year it is collected because
the income did not accrue in that year. The section 481(a) adjustment of
$20 is instead included in income under the terms provided by the
commissioner in his approval to the taxpayer to make the change. Reg.
section 481-1(c)(2); Rev. Proc. 2015-13, section 7.03.

A. Allocation of Section 481 Adjustment
There is very little guidance on how to allocate
a partnership’s section 481(a) adjustment to its
partners. The regulations under section 706
provide that some “extraordinary items” must be
allocated among the partners in accordance with
their interests at the time of day in which the
extraordinary item occurs.16 For this purpose, an
extraordinary item includes “any item resulting
from a change in accounting method initiated by
the filing of the appropriate form after a variation
17
[in ownership] occurs.”
This definition could cover the section 481(a)
18
adjustment arising in this example. If the
adjustment occurs as of the beginning of the year,
applying the section 706 rules literally, the year
one adjustment of $5 (or $20 if the partnership
makes the eligible acquisition transaction election
described above) would be allocated $4.50 (or $18)
to Partner A and $0.50 (or $2) to Partner B. This is
an undesirable result for Partner B, who
contributed cash but has a phantom ordinary
income allocation. A tax distribution may help.
An argument may be made that section 704(c)
principles should apply to the section 481(a)
adjustment, causing it to be allocated entirely to
Partner A. Generally, section 704(c) requires a
partnership to allocate income regarding
contributed property to take into account built-in
19
gain at the time of contribution. In turn, reg.
section 1.481-2(c)(5)(i) requires a partner to take
into account his “distributive share of partnership
items.” It is not clear, however, whether these
rules override the section 706 rules regarding
allocation of extraordinary items (to partners in
accordance with their interests). There does not
appear to be guidance on this point.
It is also not clear how the section 481(a)
adjustment affects the tax treatment of Partner A
arising from the sale of an interest to Partner C.
Because the adjustment is accounted for on the
first day of the year of change, Partner A’s basis

12

Hudson v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 1996-106; reg. section 1.4811(c)(1); but see T.D. 9728 (“Because the new accounting method that
triggers the section 481 adjustment applies to the entire taxable year of
the change, the adjustment similarly relates to that entire taxable year
rather than any specific date within that taxable year.”).
13

Reg. section 1.448-1(g)(2)(i); Rev. Proc. 2015-13, section 7.03(1).

14

Rev. Proc. 2015-13, section 7.03(3)(d)(i).

15

Id.

16

Reg. section 1.706-4(e)(1).

17

Reg. section 1.706-4(e)(2)(v). This is a narrower definition than the
2009 proposed regulations, which defined an “extraordinary item” as
including any section 481(a) adjustment.
18

There is no guidance on allocation of a section 481(a) adjustment
when it is not an extraordinary item.
19

Reg. section 1.704-3(a)(1).
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20

may be increased by $4.50 (or $18) as of that day,
and the A/R may no longer be section 704(c)
property at the time Partner C purchases the
21
interest. In that case, Partner A would recognize
gain of only $42.75 (or $36),22 none of which would
be ordinary income.
Either way, assuming the basis of the A/R is
increased by the amount of the section 481(a)
adjustment retroactively to the first day of the
year, the net ordinary income recognized by the
partners because of the section 481(a) adjustment
is only $20.
If the partnership does not make the eligible
acquisition transaction election described above
to include the entire section 481(a) adjustment in
the year of the change, it is not clear how the
remaining $15 of the section 481(a) adjustment is
allocated to the partners. Here it is important to
determine whether the secton 481(a) adjustment
is an attribute of the partnership or the partners.
Does the section 481(a) adjustment remain a
partnership item to be allocated in each year, or is
it allocated to the partners in the first year and
then reported by the partners over time? In either
case, Partner B and Partner C (who each paid
cash) may be allocated a portion of the section
481(a) adjustment unless it is allocated to Partner
A under section 704(c) principles.
Regardless, the partners in the aggregate may
recognize more total income and gain ($62.7523 or
24
$56 ) than in the example in which the
partnership makes a section 754 election (and in
which Partner A recognizes a total of $55 in
income and gain). Again, this additional income
would be reflected in outside basis, but could
generate an undesirable timing result. The
partners may be able to reach the same result as
the one in which the cash method of accounting

continues and a section 754 election is made, by
electing to include the entire section 481(a)
adjustment in the year of change and allocating it
entirely to Partner A in accordance with section
704(c) principles.
B. Effect of Section 754 Election
If a section 754 election is in effect, it is not
clear how to calculate Partner C’s section 743
adjustment. If the partnership elects to include the
entire section 481(a) adjustment in the year of
change, because the adjustment is taken into
account on the first day of that year, Partner C’s
section 743 adjustment should be $35, all of which
25
would be allocated to the capital gain assets. If
the partnership instead chooses to spread the
section 481(a) adjustment over four years, Partner
26
C’s section 743 adjustment may still be $35, with
the result that Partner C may be allocated a share
of the section 481(a) adjustment in later years with
27
no section 743 shield.
C. Sale of Interest
If the partnership spreads the section 481(a)
adjustment ratably over four years, additional
issues arise if, for example, Partner A sells all or
part of his interest during the spread period. Here,
too, the parties must choose whether the section
481(a) adjustment is an attribute of the
partnership. If so, is it allocated ratably to the
partners in accordance with their interests or is
Partner A’s share allocated to Partner A’s successor
in a manner similar to a section 704(c) allocation?
If the section 481(a) adjustment is taken into
account by the partners, does it follow Partner A
or accelerate on the sale? There is no guidance on
these points.

20

Or by $5 or $20 if the entire section 481(a) adjustment can be
allocated to Partner A under section 704(c) principles.
21

The partnership accounts for the A/R under the accrual method of
accounting — that is, no income is includable when it is collected
because the income accrued in an earlier year — even if the section
481(a) adjustment is spread over four years. In this regard, the A/R may
be thought of as having a “basis” equal to the amount of the section
481(a) adjustment.
22

Or $42.50 or $35.

23

This is $42.75 gain recognized by Partner A on the sale to Partner C,
plus $20 total section 481(a) adjustment.
24

This is $36 gain recognized by Partner A plus $20 total section
481(a) adjustment.

25

At the time of sale, the A/R can be thought of as having a basis of
$20 because the A/R will not be includable in income when it is collected.
26

The section 743 adjustment includes the amount of tax gain that
would be allocated to Partner C if the partnership were to sell its assets
immediately after Partner C purchased an interest. It is not clear whether
tax gain includes a share of the section 481(a) adjustment, even though
that adjustment would be accelerated upon a sale of assets. See Rev. Proc.
2015-13, section 7.03(4).
27

See reg. section 1.755-1(b)(2) (section 743 adjustment must be
allocated to property, and the section 481(a) adjustment is not property).
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IV. Alternative Structures
The complexity discussed above could
perhaps have been avoided if Partner A had
switched to the accrual method of accounting
before Partner B invested. In that case, Partner A
would have taken the section 481(a) adjustment
into account and the A/R would not have been a
section 704(c) asset. In this case, Partner A would
clearly have been the taxpayer to take the section
481(a) adjustment into account. Alternatively, it
may have been possible to structure the
acquisition as a partial sale of assets (or disguised
sale of assets), in which case Partner A would pay
the corresponding tax.28
V. Conclusion
Much of the uncertainty occurs because it is
not clear whether the taxpayer taking into account
a section 481(a) adjustment should be the
partnership or its partners. This is especially
problematic when a change in accounting method
occurs because of a variation in partnership
interests, or a variation occurs during the years in
which a section 481(a) adjustment is spread. A
section 481(a) adjustment — like other items of
partnership income, deduction, gain, and loss —
is calculated at the partnership level and allocated
to the partners. Since the partnership itself is not
liable for income tax, however, the most sensible
result would be to treat a section 481(a)
adjustment as a partner-level attribute in some
way. In the absence of legal certainty, partners
(and buyers of partnership interests) should
consider coming to agreement on how to share
the benefit or burden of a section 481(a)
adjustment contractually.


28

For example, depending on the timing, Partner C could have first
purchased half the LLC from Partner A (an asset purchase under Rev.
Rul. 99-5, situation 1) before Partner B invested.
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